
How to Use Pigment Colors  
By Dr. Lisa Z. Lam 

BioTouch pigments can be used alone or mixed to match your client’s skin tone for 
eyebrows, eyeliner and lip. Follow these general guidelines before using: 
 

MP = Micro Pigment 
MB = Microblading pigment 
PW = Rose line  powdery lip 
PU =  Pure line 

● Do not mix pigments of different brands.  
● Shake well each time before use.  
● Never touch pigment bottles or pigment containers with contaminated gloves to prevent 
cross contamination. 
 
 Usage and color processing 
 
Since the naked eye cannot see the natural undertones of an individual's human skin, we can 
only select and use pigments based on the visual visibility evaluation and the pigments are 
also made of a variety of mixed shades . When doing a procedure the pigment enters the 
inner skin  Unpredictable changes will appear and become another comprehensive color. 
The most common color change is the blueish or excessively reddish, or even purple, 
orange, pink and other comprehensive colors in between. So in this  Under the natural law, 
pre-add color under the experience of using pigment-prevent discoloration, or wait on the 
color that appears after healing, to neutralize or correct the color deviation as needed. 
 
EYEBROW PIGMENTS : 
Chocolate Brown (MP): Use on medium to dark skin-toned clients. Add Light Brown to achieve a 

softer look.  
Espresso (MP): A Darker warm shade brown for dark skin tones.  
Gray (MP): A good match for people with salt and pepper gray hair. Add Taupe for softer look 
 

● This mixture (Gray+Taup) is my favourite colour for salt and pepper gray hair 
clients.  

I also use this colour for very bright reddish eyebrow correction(add at least 60% 
distilled water to dilute). 

Dark Brown (MP): Warm base Dark brown Lighter than Chocolate Brown, can be used on all skin 
tones, but mostly used on dark to medium brown skin tones 

True Cocoa (MP): Ash base dark brown . different from the Dark Brown of the wam base, True 
Coco stay in more cooler dark brown without reddish tone. 

Brown (MP): Mostly used on redheaded clients because of the warm red tone base. If the skin 
has a lot of yellow tones, this color will turn too warm. 

True Brown (MP): An  Ash base. Stay in cooler brown color, different from the warm base Brown ,It 
is an true ash base brown.  

Light Brown (MP): warm base lighter brown used for light skin tones. Add Yellow or Taupe for a 



more blonde look. Avoid to use on the yellow skin tone my change slightly too reddish  

● It’s very good for lighter skin tones. Because the ash base prevents eyebrow turn 
to orange in the future.  

 
True Hazel (MP):  An Ash base. Cooler true Light  Brown color, different from the warm base Light 

Brown . 

● It’s very good for lighter skin tones. Because the ash base prevents eyebrow turn 
to orange in the future.  

 
Golden Brown (MP): The lightest brown available. Good for blondes and light skin tones. Add 

Taupe to prevent color from fading to reddish or too warm  
 
Deep Brown (MP): A deep rich brown. Add True Coco for a darker brown shade or use for soft 

eyeliner.  
 Coffee Bean (MP): Great for auburn and redheaded brow clients. Add Olive to neutralize if 

needed. 
 
Mocha ( MP): A dark blonde color good for light to medium cool skin tones.  
Taupe (MP): Yellow-based ,one of favor color for blonde hair and fair skin clients. Also used to 

enhance or lighten any brown color shade .  

● Also used for yellow skin tones for camouflage(add small potion to skin tone 
colours to prevent the colour feeding to orange).  

 

Brow & lip Corrective pigment  
Used for correction, correcting the previous permanent eyebrows or lips that 
have turned Bluish ,Purplish,Orangish or Pinkish to restore back to brown 

shades 

  
Yellow (MP): Used to lighten the darker layer of brown colors.  
Taupe (MP): : Used to neutralize whose eyebrow color has changed to darker tones reddish. 
Also good to pre bland with any brown shade to prevent color becoming too warm on the warm 
skin tone. 

● it’s the best choice to correct  previous eyebrows that turn to Gray-blueish with 
little purple.  

 
Olive (MP):Used to neutralize  whose previous lighter tones reddish eyebrow color.  Also 
good to premix with any brown shade to prevent future changes too warm on warm skin tone. 



● This is the number one choice for orange eyebrows correction.  Add Taup for a 
softer look. (add at least 60% distilled water to dilute). 

 
Blue Brow neutralizer  
Used to Neutralizer and correct the previous blue eyebrows back to brown shades  

● I used this color to camouflage the very pale gray-blue eyebrows, and received 
good results (if the eyebrow is too dark, use colour lift to remove 2 to 3 times 
first).  Donot use skin colors to camouflage the blue-gray eyebrows, it may turned 
pale blue. 

 
Purple Brown Corrector 
Use to correct the purple eyebrows that have been done before restored back to brown 
shades . 
， 
Orange Brow corrector 
Use to correct orange eyebrows that have been done before back to brown shades 
Blue Lip corrector  
Used to blended and corrected the bluish lip  
 
NOTE: According to the coldness, warmness, or neutrality of the client’s skin tones , the 
attributes of each person are different. Initial color mixing can only be estimated by 
experience. In the second touch up , it can be based on the previous mixture recorded to 
Adjust the ratio of cool or warm colors, for the best results  each individual mixture must 
be recorded as a reference for allocation. 
 

 Eyeliner Colors  
Espresso (mp) : A dark rich brown. Mix with Black for darker brown eyeliner.  
Chocolate Brown (MP): Cooler than Espresso for people who want a soft eyeliner look.  
Blue (MP): Pure blue color. It is the favorite for blue eyes, can be used as blue eyeliner or blue 
eye shadow,when use as blue eyeshadow also can mix with Gray or Taupe then Dilute it with 
water to apply for soft  eyeshadow 

● Add black to make darker blue eyeliner 

Green (MP): Mix with True Black or Espresso for people with green eyes. Mix with Taupe, Gray 
or Brown for different tones of green eye shadow. Remember to dilute it with water 
Black (MP): A soft black eyeliner. Add Orange or Blue Corrector to prevent fading to bluish.  

● Great for orangish eyeliner correction (no dilution needed). 

Jet Black (MP): Carbon based, the blackest black. Add 10% of Orange Red to prevent fading to 
bluish . *Special formula for black eyeliner: One drop of Jet Black + one drop of Midnight Black +( 
0.5-1) drop of Fire Red.  



Midnight Black (MP): complementary with Fire Red to maintain true black color. Ideal for clients 
who want wet looking black eyeliner.  
True Black (ML): Specially pre-mixed to achieve very dark,  matted-looking eyeliner. Add blue 
corrector or jet black as needed.  
Wet Black (ML): A pre-mixed color ready to use that makes black eyeliner appear very dark and 
glossy looking.  
 

Lip Colors 
  
Blush (MP): A soft, earthy color. Can be Mix with Rose Red for a different softer tone; darken 
with Mystic Red, or Raisin, designed to use for lighter lip tone .  
Rose Red (MP): Soft cotton candy color used for fair to medium lip tone. Mix with Pink Mauve 
will be more pinkish, Darken with Mystic Red.  

● This is a popular colour for lips. 

Pink (MP): A soft, gentle pink that will fade to a very natural, almost nude shade. Mix with Rose 
Red for added depth of colors. 
Hot Pink (DD): Goes on bright but softens to true pink. Mix with Japanese Red for added 
vibrancy and fade resistance.  
Pink Mauve (MP): Soft pink lip color for fair to medium lip tones. Add White for a brighter pink or 
to highlight pout area.  
Strawberry (MP): A rich, coral color. Ideal for clients who love orange red, bronze or similar warm 
tones..  
Japanese Ruby (MP): Soft Red, add Dark Red for a darker lip liner; add Hot Pink to highlight  
pout area. Mix with Beige to be softer red shades.  
Sunset Orange (MP): A soft orange red lip color.  
Fire Red (DD): An intense and vibrant red for a range of skin tones, from light to dark. Add 
Orange to maintain brightness on dark lip tones.  
Real Red (MP): True red lip color. Add Orange for darker lip tones to maintain brightness 
 Red Wine(MP): Dark Mauve lip color. Add Orange to prevent it from turning too dark.  
Mystic Red (MP): An earthy brick color used for medium to dark liptone . Lighten with Rose Red.  
Burgundy (MP): A deep berry lip color. Add Strawberry to prevent from turning purplish on 
darker lip tones.  

● It’s a popular colour for East Indian’s lip contour. Their lip color is generally 
darker, so use orange shades ( Fire Red, Real Red, Strawberry Red or 
Chicago Red )for inner lips. 

Cranberry (MP): A dark berry color. Add Strawberry to neutralize bluish or purplish .  
Raisin (MP): A brown-based red. 
 
NOTE: All lip pigments can be mixed to obtain different color shades .  Add Orange or 
Strawberry for medium to dark lip tones and prevent color from turning to purplish . The 
darker the lips, the more orange you need to blend.  The ratio can be increased up to 1:1. 
Full lip fill-in is possible for very dark lip tone , but need use Beige pigment as 



Pre-coated primer or multiple touch ups may be needed. 
 

● Usually an intense  lip color for the lip contour to achieve 
three-dimensional effect. For very dark lips, using Chicago Red directly will 
achieve very good results. 

 

Corrective Color pigments 
Yellow (MP): Lightens eyebrow color from darker brown to a lighter tone.  
Taupe (MP): Neutralizes darker tones of orange, pink or purple eyebrows. Mix with brown colors 
to prevent color changes.  
Olive (MP): Neutralizes lighter tones of orange, pink or purple. Mix with brown colors to prevent 
color changes.  
Purple Corrector (ML): Use to correct purplish or pink purple eyebrows. Or mix with brown colors 
to prevent color changes to purplish. 
Orange (MP): Neutralizes darker tones of blue and gray brows and lips. For blue eyebrow 
correction don’t use alone—dilute with 10-20 drops of water. Add Blue Lip Corrector to get better 
Lip color retention,. Add to Black to keep eyeliner staying black.  
Blue Brow Neutralizer (MP): Lightens and neutralizes blue-gray eyebrows. Also lightens lip and 
areola colors.  
Blue Brow Corrector (ML): Use to correct blue, gray or green-blue eyebrows. After corrected, the 
brow will turn to a brown tone.  
Blue Lip Corrector (ML):  
Used to correct bluish or brownish lip tones. Can be used alone as a lip color or mixed with 
another to prevent color from turning too bluish , but is not strong enough for correcting very dark 
lips. Add Orange or Strawberry for more effective on the darker lip tones  
Strawberry (MP): Works as a great bluish lips corrector. Use straight on bluish brownish or 
purplish lip or mix with other lip colors to prevent lips from turning to blue.  
Beige (MP): Camouflage and cover small mistakes for lighter skin tones (dilute with water 1:1). 
Mix with Skin, Magic Color or Taupe to darken and match skin tones.  
Skin (MP): A flesh color used to lighten and soften lip and areola pigment colors. Camouflage 
scars or eyebrow and lip mistakes. Dilute with water and mix with Beige or Taupe to match skin 
tones.  
Magic Color (ML): Use alone or mix with Beige or Taupe to match skin tones. This color blends 
well and leaves NO RESIDUE. Can be used on all areas for any type of camouflaging on 
eyebrow, eyeliner, lips and paramedical procedures (scar camouflage).  
White (MP): Lighten lip colors (use with small amount) Do not mix with brow colors and never use 
alone for camouflage!!  
 
Add Orange to neutralize the blue under lip tones .  
Dark Red (MP) Dark earthy red lip color. Add Orange to prevent from turning to bluish on darker 
lip tones.  
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 

 



Camouflage  
 
NOTE: Note: If the eyebrows to be corrected are still very dark, the camouflage steps will 
be more complicated.  First, you need to use "Color Lift " to fade out the 2-5 times (once 
every 6 weeks) until the color fades to an acceptable level for color correction and/or 
camouflage procedures. Try to lighten the color to be removed, the less residual the 
new eyebrows will be, the better the effect will be. 
 
Beige  
Used as a primer on the darkened lip tone, or used for mixed with Color Lift to remove and 
camouflage Unwanted areas. 
White  
Generally used to lighten colors, more commonly used in bright red colors or lighting up docker 
colors 
 Skin 
The benefit is that it can be covered or hide the minor mistakes, remember to dilute with water 
as needed. 
 

Areola Colors  
Rose Red (MP): A neutral rosy pink color. Add Skin for a softer tone. Nice areola pigment use for 
1-2 light skin tone  
Blush (MP): A soft earthy red color. Mix with Rose Red for a fresh look; darken with Raisin, or 
lighten with Beige, Skin or Magic Color.  
Mystic Red (MP): An earthy brick shade for medium to dark skin tones. Lighten with Rose Red. 
Add orange to neutralize the blue skin undertones  
Espresso (MP): A very dark rich brown for medium to dark skin tones. Add Orange to prevent 
color from turning too dark.  
Skin (MP): A flesh color used to lighten areola area  
 

ROSE LINE POWDERY LIP PIGMENT 
   The Rose Lip Line includes 8 elegant shades of color 



  
 
 

 
● Cream Rose 
● Blush Rose 

● Earthy Rose 
● Pink Rose 



● Chicago Rose 
● Flame Rose 

● Fuchsia Rose 
● Barry Rose 

 
There are a few basic principles behind choosing the right lip color for your Client: 
 
1) Choose a color that is redder than their natural lip, that way, the color will show through their 

natural tone. The color should provide contrast or highlight to the original lip tone. 
2) Avoid using pigments that are too similar to the Client’s lip color, it will blend into the lip and will 

not produce the best desired results. 
3) For darker lips, you must use a brighter color. You may also apply Cream Rose or Beige 

Pigment as the primer first, then add the desired colors after. The best option for darker lips is 
warm colors like Chicago Rose, Flaming Rose, and Fuchsia Rose. Generally, soft colors are 
not suitable for Clients with darker natural lips. For example, we avoid using cold colors like 
Pink Rose or Berry Rose for the dark lips color. 

4) Blush Rose or mixing it into other colors is the best option for natural-looking lips. One of our 
most popular colors for mixing is Blush Rose. 

 
The procedure process to apply the Rose Line Lip Series should be done through 
 Powdery Shading and Ombré techniques. It consists of very gentle and quick swipes of the 

Digital 1 prong needle to create multiple thin layers of pigment on the lip. 
 

Powdery Rose Lip line Selection: 
 
Cream Rose 
This is our lightest color. Its purpose is to be added to the middle of the lips to achieve a 
highlight effect. This is done on top of the finished lip procedure to achieve an overall sexy 
and sensual appearance. 
Clients with Purplish or Brownish natural lip colors usually require a more complicated 
procedure. First, use Cream Rose as the base color (optional Beige pigment), and then cover 
up the pigment with layers of Chicago Rose, Flame Rose, or/and Fuchsia Rose to neutralize 
the darkness of their natural lip color. 
Cream Rose can also be used for clients who wish to go with a lighter color but their natural lip 
color is not light enough. Cream Rose should be used as a primer. 
Also, Cream Rose can be used to lighten any color mixture. 

Earthy Rose 
Use to create a Softer natural lip Shade. 
Suitable for Lip Shades: 1-3 

Pink Rose 
Use for younger ages or fair skin. 
Suitable for Lip Shades: 1-3 

 



  Blush Rose 
Use to create Natural-looking lip Shade. 
Suitable for Lip Shades: 1-3 

Fuchsia Rose 
Used to create a Flashy Shade for clients with a showy preference! 
Suitable for Lip Shades: 1-4 

 
Berry Rose 

Used to create a Sophisticated and Refined Shade for clients. 
Suitable for Lip Shades: 1-4 

 
Chicago Rose 

Used to create a Bright and Striking Shade for clients. 
Suitable for Lip Shades: 1-6 

 
Flame Rose 

Used to create an Elegant and Vibrant Shade for clients. 
Suitable for Lip Shades: 1-6 

 
*Clients with Light natural lips can accommodate any colors or color formulations as they like* 
 

 

 
       Chicago Rose mixed with Cream Rose Blush Rose mixed with Fuchsia Rose

 
 



 

 
Biotouch 

Microblading Pigments 
 



Biotouch, widely known and recognized for their entire line of high quality pigments, 
introduces 8 new colors that are specifically made for Microblading! This new formula allows 
for the creation of defined hair strokes with lasting precision and definition. 
 
Camel Brown - Used for Blond with lighter skin tone 1-2 
Asian Brown -  Used for Asian community with skin tone 2 and 3  
Foxy Brown - Good  for red hair with cool skin tone 2, bland with Royal Olive to avoid too 
warm. If use for correcting old blue Eyebrow can be used to neutralize and Restore into a 
miracle brown. 
 
 Royal Olive-  Best used for Europeans and Spanish warm olive skin undertone 
True Night - Used for skin tone 5 and 6  
Yellow Lighten- use for create more golden shades or after procedure to lighten any brow color 
not be so harsh. 
Orange Warmer- warm up the and prevent  eyebrows turning to bluish , apply pigment after 
procedure to brownish any color 
Brownie- it is a natural brown color that can be mixed and matched with the other sheets 

Made only from FDA approved ingredients! 
 

Q&A 
The difference between  
MP = Micro Pigment,  MB = Microblading pigment,  PW = Rose line, powdery lip, PU = Pure line 
Biotouch micro pigment line is excellent for use in larger areas such as eyebrows, eyeliners, 
and lips. 
Biotouch Microblading pigment specialize for microblading eyebrow hair strokes  
Biotouch’s Pure Line uses FDA approved ingredients, packaged individually one time use 
highly recommended by professional experts.  Easy use in ombre, shading and all areas. 
 
 
Q. Why do two of the same Microblading Pigments appear different in color when the bottles 
are compared side by side? 
          A. All the colors are mixed from different shades of raw materials. 
           A pigment is a group of compounds that changes the color as the result of 
wavelength-selective absorption. 
         The initial drop can dominate the bottle wall which makes the color appear slightly 
different. Just shake the lighter color 
         VERY well until it matches the darker color, test by putting a drop on skin, smear and rub 
the color a few times, the true color 
         will then appear the same.  



 
Microblading Pigments 
  
Biotouch is known worldwide for formulating high quality pigments.  
Introducing 8 of the latest extraordinary pigment colors for Microblading, which allow the 
creation of defined hair strokes with lasting precision. 
 
 
 
 
 



 


